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Its in the Eyes

	Seven AM will come quick the second I close my eyes to sleep.  Luckily, the pain in my back and inner groin seems delighted to prevent my getting rest.  I pray to God from my bed, tears cascading down my cheeks.  Deep in the depths of my mind, I quietly hope that she cannot feel my emotions, that my non-sensible sensitivity is not inducing the same feelings within her.  I long for her to never feel this way and hope that any fear she may have of her biggest, most important moments being triumphed through in complete solitude will be the result of a common human fear rather than a result of knowing the feeling enough to fear a recurrence.  This is her big day.  I want her so badly to feel showered in love and acceptance.  Selfishly, perhaps, I too want to be showered in the same love and acceptance.  
	Alarm clock.  I rise and shower, nearly weak in my knees with fear of the pain that is to come while still giddy with excitement to invite such a blessing into our lives.  I think of Anthony, with my mother and father until I am discharged from the hospital, and the idea that, at two, he seems to almost comprehend what is happening.  A pang of guilt has been stuck in my chest since my stomach had officially protruded from my body at which point holding and playing with my baby boy had become awkward and eventually undoable.  “He will have someone to play with”, family members tell me, attempting to ease my mind but, as a result of my mental chaos, only caused me to question whether that was even important to him.  Does he want someone to play with?  I am having what we expect is a baby girl and long so much to hold her, I wonder if I have subconsciously distanced myself from Anthony.  
	Phone rings.  My sister Krissy has agreed to drive me to the hospital and be my “partner”.  Initially, I had hoped my mother’s would be the hand I clenched through the needles and the pain.  She refused, announcing in her unconsciously ghastly tone, that she had already helped with one and was done.  She wouldn’t do it again.  
The ride to the hospital is long and painstaking.  I carefully choke down the knots climbing up my esophagus and into my throat.  We ease onto the freeway and glide past one exit, two exits, and then we slide onto the third exit, careening a bit left only to take a hard right at the stop light.  In less than five minutes, we would be there.  Exhale.  Once again, excitement and fear collide and swirl within me.  My stomach flutters, either an “I love you, momma” or perhaps a comforting “Momma, it’s going to be okay” from the little child inside or merely a result of my nervous tension.  Krissy asks me whether I have called Matt this morning.  I respond with my explanation of the argument that erupted the night prior because I simply desired he stay with me the night before we birthed our daughter.    Due to the intensity of the approaching events, I do not remember precisely what she said but it was something along the lines of “He’s the dad.  You should call him.”  My stubbornness waning, but only so slightly, I met her demand half way.  I opened a text message and began to type.  The text reads “Rise and shine Daddy.  Today is the day.”  My stomach knots and I close my phone.  
	The hospital room is huge.  On my side, there is a hospital bed with all of those nifty little buttons used to raise your head, lower your legs, sink your butt, or simply raise the entirety of your body up, up, up to make you the perfect height to be the object of your doctor’s inspection.  The white machines and computers give me goose bumps.  I am half tempted to turn and run for cover, avoid altogether the impending torture that I will face upon thrusting our baby into the world.  What if she, like Anthony, gets stuck?  What are the chances that my heart rate will decelerate?  How close will I come this time to losing an angel before I have the opportunity to see the innocence radiating out of its fresh eyes as they peer into mine for the first time?  
	Anthony was a miracle.  He had to be induced due to his being overdue.  As my mother clenched my hand, I longed to just see his face, to know that the little person inside me would soon be in my arms to love and cherish, to no longer suffer from my internal turmoil.  It became a haze after a while but I can recall being told to push. 
“I am pushing” I wailed.  
	“No you’re not” my mother snapped, her tone becoming overpowering.
	It was hard to know whether I was pushing, due to the epidural jammed into my spine, spitting a numbing agent into my lower body.  It felt as though I were pushing so hard my eyes would surely pop out of my head.  As I “pushed”, my head became lighter and everything became hazy.  Suddenly, I saw my mother’s soft, relaxed face tighten and her eyes became pits of fear.  As I tried to grasp the situation, I heard mention of my heart rate dropping.  
	“NICU NOW!!!” the doctor yelled from between my publicly viewed legs.  
	My heart sank as did my heart rate.  Before I was aware of the tragedy among us, a hefty nurse with thick brunette hair and a round serious face overcame the edge of my birth bed, thrusting her fat hands into my abdomen, pushing the baby out.  He was stuck in my pelvis.  Beyond her, I could hear the quick chatter of the doctor, demanding this and that and barking orders at my observers.  I stared at my mother, grasping for any sense of relief, sobbing uncontrollably.  Nurses and students looked at me with pity in their huge, worried eyes and tossed sideways pitiful smiles in my direction as though it would make anything better, even for the moment.  
My mother, hovering far above me, held my hand within her soft, yet firm grip.  With the other, she held my left leg toward my chest, attempting to help me release the life within.  Suddenly I was blocked from view.  Things became quiet in my mind and I began to wonder why my mother’s soft, kind face had grown stiff and lost its color.  Tears filled my eyes at the sound of a shrill cry.  Slowly, I turned my head to the right, to the clear plastic baby container that had been empty just moments before.  At this moment, my eyes captured the first recognition.  It was as though he knew that I was the one, the momma.  In all his perfection, he was a strange shade of blue, his forehead and eyes were darkened from bruises of the battering, and his left arm hung strangely due to his shoulder being dislocated.  Still, in all his blueness, he was perfect, innocent, and mine.  His big blue eyes, his tiny hands and feet, and his soft baby belly made him the man of my dreams.  He was my baby blue.
	This time, the doctor has reassured me that it will be easier.  I climb atop the hospital bed, wishing it were my queen size pillow top and that I were lying with my back to Matt’s front like a jigsaw puzzle, his muscular arms reaching across the baby, pushing to make her kick.  The bed is hard and very unlike a cloud or a pillow.  With the weight of the baby within me pushing down, the awkward incline of my back causes me pain and discomfort.  The nurse hands me papers to sign and begins to ask questions, quickly typing responses into the computer on wheels which is now standing tall amongst the medical machines that seem to tell your entire life story in the click of a button.  They hover over my left side as my mother had with Anthony.  
	Are you allergic to any medications?  Is this your first pregnancy? Were there any complications with your prior pregnancy?  I don’t want to think about this, but I do.  I tell her everything I can think of and she diligently enters it into the computer on wheels.  She leaves us and I text my sister, Bridget, telling her that we are at the hospital and induction will begin soon.  In response, she promises to come see me.  The IV squirts Petocin into my veins, increasing dilation and slowly, dripping its way toward contractions.  
	“We are going to break your water” Dr, Kruszka announces.
	The doctor leaves with the nurse to retrieve the proper equipment, a device resembling a crochet hook, in essence, a long metal rod with a hook on the end.  I slide, uncomfortably toward the end of the bed, which has, without change, taken on the form of a medical table.  It happens fast and with just the uncomfortable pinch of a regular vaginal exam.  The warmth of my water pours onto the bed linen.  It is at this time that I stop noticing everyone else and realize this is it; no turning back now and no time for embarrassment.  By this time, Bridget has arrived.  She sits with her head buried in my laptop as though I were not enough entertainment to suffice.  Matt glances back and forth between the TV and I nervously, committed yet unsure of his place within the room and the situation.  Krissy lays on the couch, apparently attempting to catch some z’s before the excitement begins.  Am I dreaming?  Hold my hand Matt.  Hey Bridget, how is Facebook treating you?  Oh and Krissy, get some sleep for me as well.
	“You should try to get some sleep.  You need your energy.” Krissy lectures.  The nurse agrees.  
I glance at Bridget and she pitifully turns the corners of her lips into a slight grin.  Hesitantly, I close my eyes and drift into an unsteady sleep, full of fearful excitement.  I am jarred awake.  The pain in my stomach makes me want to shoot straight up, but my enormous stomach will not allow for it.  I inquire as to whether that was a contraction and the nurse assures me that only I would know that.  With Anthony, I did not get the opportunity to experience the bliss of contractions.  My mind jumps to the Epidural, the enormous needle pressing into my spine.  
“When do I get my Epidural?” I ask.
“Whenever the pain becomes too much to handle, you just let me know” the nurse responds.  
The contractions grow much more intense and frequent.  My ability to cope continues to diminish as my sharp cramping pains shoot down my middle.  By the time Matt leaves for his next cigarette break, I am exhausted from the pain and cannot hold on any longer.  I request my Epidural and while dreading the numbness within the lower half of my body, I crave the absence of the cramping pains that are piercing my innards.  By the time the anesthesiologist shows up, armed with an extremely large needle, I have begun to feel queasy.  
During Anthony’s birth, my mother at six feet tall, had maternally placed my head against her chest and pulled me close so as to disallow movement.  Her stern, soft embrace had been perfectly administered.  Her “Mom smell” had slipped into my nostrils, somehow inciting calm throughout me while her knowledge of medicine, from being a seasoned Respiratory Therapist, made the process of not passing out more doable.  
I move, facing away from the anesthesiologist, to the edge of the bed, legs dangling over the cold tile floor.  I pull Krissy close and wrap my arms around her, burying my face into her shoulder.  The thought of a long needle poking its way through my flesh and into my spine, dispensing poison into my veins, resulting in temporary paralysis of my lower extremities, is simultaneously horrifying and relieving.  The sting of the needle causes my body to sweat and grow cold.  Tears pour from my eyes, flooding Krissy’s shirt.  The anesthesiologist makes some comment about how it is not so bad and I question when in his life, he has experienced an epidural.  Was it during the birth of the last child he pushed from within him?  My irritability grows at the lack of sympathy, empathy, and apathy surrounding me.  I lay back down, difficultly repositioning my enormously pregnant self atop the uncomfortable birthing bed.  Any energy I had prior to the epidural is now diminished and all I want to do is sleep.  Holding my eyes open, I attempt to stay awake.  Slowly, my legs begin to tingle and become heavy.  Slowly and deliberately, I attempt to shift my legs on the bed.  They don’t move.  I try again.  I am numb.  No more pain.  I drift asleep.  
My eyes shoot open from a restless sleep, the pain in my abdomen is back.  Why can I feel this?  Am I imagining it?  I cannot help but groan from the pain. 
“I’m having a contraction” I sputter.  “Why can I feel it?”
My nurse stands to my left, checking my machines.  I am frightened.  The administration of the epidural had been miserable and now it is not working.  It has been at least one hour, maybe three.  My sense of time is, by now, negligible.  The anesthesiologist returns and administers another dose of “numb” into a plastic apparatus attached to the tubing taped to my back that begins from the site where the epidural had punctured my spine.  I experience two more contractions before the numbing agent starts to work.  My mind is tired and relieved.  I long for the quick movie scene births, employing loud screams, three pushes, two minutes, and wah-lah, a clean, perfect, healthy baby stares up at you from within your arms and you smile.  
I try to make small talk with my sisters and Matt but no one seems much for conversation.  Bridget is still captivated by my laptop, Krissy is seemingly bored and has already left for a short while to return home and do what she needed and returned, and Matt is worrying about when he will go get his mom.  My epidural wears off one or two more times, adding to my discomfort.  My head grows light and the room begins to stir.  My nurse announces, in a cool calmness that Dr. Kruszka has given orders to closely monitor the baby’s heart rate and by doing so, he must insert a fetal heart monitor, which is placed on the baby’s head by way of the birth canal.     
“We are going to monitor the baby’s heart rate and see if we can go thirty minutes without a decell.”  Dr. Kruszka informs me.  “If we can’t, we will have to do an emergency c-section.”
My heart drops and my palms grow sweaty, but I nod.  All seems creepily melancholy and all I can do is lay and watch the print out of the fetal heart monitor’s readings.  It does not take long to realize that with every contraction, the baby’s heart rate decelerates rapidly, only reestablishing itself upon the end of a contraction.  When we had discussed induction months prior to our due date, to avoid the complications that had arose with Anthony, Dr. Kruszka had preferred the way of c-section.  I had initially agreed but later, had become too fearful of being “cut open” to go through with it.  He agreed to merely induce me with the use of Petocin as had been done with Anthony.  He had told me the chances of having recurring complications in the second pregnancy were slim.  He had reassured me and now, heart rates are decelerating again.  The nurse and doctor set the bed up to try to reposition the baby, attempting to release the pressure on the baby during contractions.  I cry and pray silently that our baby will make it.     
Franticaly, I call my mother and tell her what is happening.  She assures me that all will be fine.  All is not fine.  I can somehow feel contractions that I shouldn’t be able to feel, my baby is in trouble.  All is not fine.  Before I know what is happening, I am being wheeled to the operating room.  The situation has become too dangerous and in what seems like seconds, I am prepped and headed out.  As we near the door, I see Krissy standing to my left, looking down on me and I reach, desperately, for her hand.  I need her.  I need someone.  
“You want me to go with you?” she asks.
I nod hysterically, huge tears rolling down my face.  As we turn the corner prior to the turn into the operating room, Matt sees Krissy and Bridget walking swiftly beside a traveling hospital bed.  A member of my care team informs them that we will have to leave them soon to prepare me for surgery.
	I see Matt only briefly before he is taken to a room to dress for surgery.  I am rolled into a brightly lit room, sanitized to shine, and filled with medical personal.  I recognize only Dr. Kruzska and my nurse.  They lift me from the bed and onto the operating table.  Dr. Kruzska then places himself on my right side at waist level.  My line of vision is blocked by a sheet used to blind me from my soon to be exposed inner organs.  
	A man masked and dressed in scrubs, standing over my head, introduces himself as my anesthesiologist.  He extends my arms out to my sides onto cold metal and he puts medicine into my plastic apparatus.  This is not the same guy from earlier.  This man is older, more sympathetic, and his eyes are kind.  Ouch.  I flinch as Dr. Kruszka pricks the left side of my abdomen with something that feels like a pin.  The anesthesiologist looks at me inquiringly.  
At this point he must be poking my right side, but I cannot feel it.  He tries again on the left.  Ouch.  A few extra doses of the numbing agent are administered with no change.  My anesthesiologist explains to me that they will have to put me under because I am not going numb.  Who will be here for Maddie if I am not?  
	“Where is Matt?” I ask.
	“He’s on his way” someone responds.
	My anesthesiologist places a mask on my face and asks that I count back from one hundred.  His soft eyes above his masked face show me we are going to be okay. 
	“One hundred, ninety nine, ninety eight…”  
	As I fight to open my eyes, the intensity of the light burns my retinas.  My body aches and my jaw feels locked.  I cry at the sight of my mom, peering down over me, her brunette, perfectly highlighted hair shimmering under the hospital lights.  She is here, holding my hand, and reminding me that I am not alone.  Tears cascade down my face.  My thoughts are unclear and my mind is not right.  I try to think.  I realize that I am in a much smaller room.  It is plainly white and I feel slightly as though I have lost my memory.
	“Where is Matt?” I ask.
	“I’ll go get him” I hear Krissy say from across the room.
	I think of the baby.  “Is the baby okay?” I ask my mom.
	“She’s beautiful” She says.  
	I know that Matt’s face will tell me the truth.  Mom protected me from Anthony’s ailments and, as a mother should, would only want to keep me calm right now.  His face will, unwillingly, show any fear and worry.  He doesn’t have the experiences she does.  I must see him, knowing I cannot see her yet.  I look into my mom’s soft gray eyes.  Her soft face smiles down pitifully upon me, I grip her hand, and I bawl.  I bawl because she is here with me.  I bawl because I wasn’t the first to hold my daughter.  I haven’t even seen her; her tiny hands, her tiny face, her tiny feet.  I know not if she has hair or if she looks like me.  I was present, but unconscious for her first cry.  She is mine yet I was not there for her.
	Before long, Anthony is brought into the room.  His blue eyes glisten and he is elated to see me after what, to him, must seem so long.  My mom lifts him to kiss and hug me.  He has met his baby sister and finds her very excited.  He seems to be trying his best to understand the situation at hand.   
	They move me to a recovery room on the maternity ward.  Although the room is smaller and less hospitable than my initial birthing room, it seems cozier.  I am given morphine to take the edge off as my epidural wears away.  The worst is over although I cannot stand, walk, sit, or cough without the fear of ripping my abdomen wide open.  
	“Can I see her” I ask my new nurse.
	“I’ll go get her right now” she says “Is there anything else I can get you right now?”
	“No” I respond.  I only want my daughter.
	They wheel her in to the room in the same plastic baby container Anthony had been revived in.  She is tiny and her big blue eyes peer out from beneath a head of thick dark brunette hair.  She is swaddled in a baby blanket decorated in baby Looney Tunes.  I attempt to get up and realize I cannot.  The nurse lifts her and places her in my arms.  My heart warms and then fills with sadness.  This was supposed to happen hours ago.  She grips my finger in her tiny hand.  Eventually, we establish a breast feeding rhythm and we accomplish the belated bond that should already have been.  She is so perfect.  Her beauty is unintelligible.  Her big blue eyes have found her Momma.  I sit alone, my daughter and me.           
	
	
	      
 
 
     

	
                               

